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RESTRUCTURING RAILWAYS:
IN THEORY AND PRACTICE

MARC IVALDI*

Introduction

After years of permanent decline, the European
railways industry is experiencing changes. A clear
sign of these changes is found in the coexistence of
the old and the new at the present time, which yields
a highly contrasted picture. Here the passenger is
wondering if the nightmarish train in which he/she
finally finds a relatively clean seat belongs to the
same world of this millennium; there he/she is co-
cooned while moved at 300 kph (and soon even
more) on a high speed train between Paris and Brus-
sels. Whether these changes are significant, and
whether the policies underlying them are relevant
for this industry to take on a new lease of life, to be
part of a sustainable growth in Europe and, in some
ways, to recover the glory attached to its role in the
first half of the 20th century, motivates a lively de-
bate in Europe and elsewhere.

This article is aimed at shedding some light on some
of the main economic issues that are on the agenda
of this evolving industry.1

The last three decades have seen a dramatic decline
of EU railways while the transport industry in Eu-
rope as a whole has grown steadily at a 3 percent av-
erage rate. Rail freight transport has lost two thirds of
its market share to the benefit of road and maritime
freight transport. Over the period 1970-2000, its mar-
ket share has decreased to 8 percent from 21 per-
cent. Although of a smaller size, the loss is also sig-

nificant for rail passenger transport, whose market
share has vanished to 6 percent from 10 percent (Di
Pietrantonio and Pelkmans (2004) and Nash, Mat-
thews and Shires (2004)).

The European case contrasts with the state of the
US railways industry. The restructuring of US freight
markets undertaken in the early 1980s has allowed
rail industry to dramatically improve its efficiency-
reducing both its workforce and its track mileage by
50 percent. In the face of competition between truck
and rail and between integrated firms, the rail
freight industry has maintained its level of activity
by focusing especially on bulk and intermodal ship-
ments.2  The rail share of the freight market on a
tonnage basis was 11.8 percent (compared to 54.5
percent for truck) in 1993 and 12.2 percent (compared
to 58.2 percent for truck) in 2002. It is also important
to note that during the period 1980-2005, the US rail
industry experienced a significant merger wave and
achieved a high level of concentration. Despite this
dramatic industry consolidation, the consumer sur-
plus in US rail freight markets increased by about
30 percent between 1986 and 2001, suggesting that
to date the trade-off between merger-specific effi-
ciency gains and merger-related increased market
power has favoured rail customers (Ivaldi and
McCullough 2005).

In worldwide perspective, however, the railway in-
dustry faces strong challenges from other modes of
transportation. All  attempts to restructure this in-
dustry focus on two main questions: What is the best
structure for this industry? Is competition feasible
and what are the conditions for efficient entry?  We
provide some answers to these questions.

Vertical disintegration

In all network industries, vertical disintegration is a
key tool for reforming old utilities. In railways, verti-
cal disintegration is to be viewed as the separation of

RAILWAY (DE-)REGULATION
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1 This article draws heavily from a report on the economics of rail-
roads made by a team of IDEI researchers led by Paul Seabright.
See http//idei.fr/doc/wp/2003/rapport_db_1.pdf.

2 Note that in the U.S., railroads own their tracks, they compete for
shipments and they rent to competitors the access to their tracks.



infrastructure from operational services.3 As com-
pared with the traditional model of railway organi-
zation where a single firm is in charge of both the
fixed infrastructure and the rolling stock manage-
ment, in vertical disintegration competitors are al-
lowed to offer rail services.The infrastructure remains
under the control of a public or private monopolist
(which requires some public regulation), but market
forces are supposed to be strong enough to generate
efficiency in services provision. As in other network
industries, the dilemma lies in the organization of the
interface between the two separated layers. There
exists a strong need for coordination between the in-
frastructure manager and the users of the infrastruc-
ture; this tends to favor integration. And conversely,
there is a strong need for competition in services,
which argues for disintegration. This probably ex-
plains why in most countries where competition has
been introduced into rail transport, the solution is
“partial disintegration” (Figure 1).

When vertical separation is complete, the main prob-
lem is to ensure that the monopolist does not abuse
its position: it must be regulated. The partial disinte-
gration case is trickier, since the entity in charge of
the infrastructure is simultaneously a provider and a
competitor to its challenger. Consequently, it may
have some incentives to distort competition in rail
services and the public authority faces a complex
problem of combined sectoral and competition reg-
ulation (Rey et al. 2001).

Depending on the nature and the closeness of the in-
tegration between upstream and downstream activi-
ties, it may also be more difficult for the authorities
to have access to the information required for effec-
tive regulation than in the disintegrated case – infor-
mation about costs, for example. However, a well-

known advantage of vertical integration is its dimin-
ished incentives for double marginalization, so it
may be that some kinds of anti-competitive behav-
iour become less likely under integration even though
the authorities’ ability to monitor them is diminished.

What does the empirical evidence show about the ef-
fects of vertical disintegration on operating costs?
Ivaldi and McCullough (2001) test for cost comple-
mentarities in freight transport between infrastruc-
ture and operations for US railroads using a translog
specification. According to the estimates shown in
Table 1, the marginal cost of inter-modal and bulk ope-
ration increases with infrastructure output. The neg-
ative result for general freight is not statistically sig-
nificant.

A later article by Ivaldi and McCullough (2002) tests
for sub-additivity in the cost function for infrastruc-
ture and freight operations. The results indicate that
firms running each activity separately have 2.42 per-
cent higher operational costs than a vertically inte-
grated firm. A study by Cantos (2001) undertakes a
similar approach to Ivaldi and McCullough (2001) for
European services. Using a translog cost function, the
author analyzes economies of scope between infra-
structure output4 and transport operations (passenger
and freight) for 12 major European railways along the
1973-1990 period. The main finding is that the margin-

al cost of passenger output is in-
creasing with the level of infra-
structure value. The opposite re-
sult is obtained for freight opera-
tions. As Table 2 shows, the cost
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Table 1 

Cross elasticity of marginal cost

Freight activity Infrastructure (t-ratio) 

Intermodal 0.31 (1.33)

Bulk 0.52 (2.62)

General –0.04 (–0.55)

Source: Ivaldi and Mc Cullough (2001), Table 8.

3 Note that it is not the only type of verti-
cal disintegration. When a trip from A to
C necessitates a stop at the intermediary
node B, the segment AB can be viewed by
the BC operator as a necessary input to
provide AC and similarly, the segment BC
is essential for the AB operator to provide
AC. For this reason, the separation of AC
into two products (namely AB and BC)
can be considered as vertical disintegra-
tion.
4 The monetary value of all infrastructure
facilities (track, buildings, stations, etc.) is
employed as a variable for measuring “In-
frastructure Output”.
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anti-complementarity in passenger transport holds for
all firms, being more severe for the smaller networks.

Other evidence comes from Mizutani and Shoji (2001),
who studied the case of Kobe-Kosoku Railway in
Japan. They found that vertically separated firms
cost 5.6 percent more than an integrated system.5

Shires et al. (1999) compared the cost of the Swedish
operator after a reform involving vertical separation
and found that operating costs had been reduced by
10 percent. However, it is difficult to know to what ex-
tent such reductions were due to vertical separation
per se rather than to other aspects of the reforms.

In general the evidence, such as it is, is mixed and in-
conclusive. All studies except one (the Shires et al.
study of Sweden) estimate cost complementarities
using data from currently integrated firms, which
leaves the studies vulnerable to bias due to internal
cost-allocation rules, and which means they are un-
able to take account of what may be the most im-
portant effects of vertical disintegration, namely
transactions and coordination costs. The UK case
suggests these costs may be large, though it is diffi-
cult to generalize from a single (and rather unusual)
case. Overall, it seems safe to conclude that existing
cost studies do show that vertical disintegration of
infrastructure from operations could represent a sig-
nificant cost penalty so that it is wise to account for
them if one decides to disintegrate the system, at
least to compensate for transaction costs. However,

given that such separation has occurred very rarely
to date or more precisely is too recent, the value of
such studies in predicting the future consequences of
such separations is still limited.

Such studies cannot realistically shed light on one im-
portant issue that concerns the role of vertical coordi-
nation in influencing the evolution of network struc-
tures. In airline networks (unlike rail networks), mar-
ket entry can create new routes without the need for
prior infrastructure investment. To be more precise,
provided airport infrastructure exists at the cities at
either end of a route, any entrant to the industry can
create a direct flight link between two cities where
none existed before. However, this cannot happen in
railways, where tracks need to be laid before trains
can pass. Such entry by airlines has proved of im-
mense importance in shaping the evolution of struc-
tures towards hub-and-spoke models in the US, and
has begun to be important in allowing new entrants to
offer competitive services in the European market.
Furthermore, although airport infrastructure can be-
come congested and thereby impose a constraint on
network development, the creation of new routes is an
important mechanism by which signals of the need for
airport infrastructure investment are perceived. In
railways, though, network investment will always need
to lead rather than lag new route entry by service op-
erators. That implies that the infrastructure operators
will need to have much closer coordination (concern-
ing future operation intentions) with service operators
than is necessary in the air transport industry. Vertical
integration and vertical disintegration with close in-
vestment and operational coordination are both feasi-
ble options; vertical disintegration with an arms-length
relationship between infrastructure and service opera-
tors is not.

The literature on “transactions costs” (Williamson
1985) has provided some important insights on the
role of vertical integration in industries with high
sunk costs of investment (as in railways). For obvious
reasons, it is important to ensure that productive in-
vestment does not fail to take place because of a lack
of coordination of the upstream and downstream
parties’ intentions, due to their lack of integration.
Williamson’s insight is that such failure may not oc-
cur simply because of a breakdown of communica-
tions but for a much more fundamental reason,
which he terms the “hold-up problem”. Suppose that
one party invests prior to the other, and that the in-
vestment creates a “specific asset” – one that is worth
much less outside the relationship between the two5 As reported in Mizutani and Nakamura (2001).

Table 2 

Cross elasticities of marginal operating costs with
respect to infrastructure

Passenger
marginal cost

Freight
marginal costRailway undertaking  

with respect to infrastructure

BR UK 0.119 –0.052 

DB Germany 0.076 –0.143 

DSB Denmark 0.132 –0.053 

FS Italy 0.905 –0.081 

NS Netherlands 0.156 –0.027 

NSB Norway 0.133 –0.076 

OBB Austria 0.063 –0.116 

RENFE Spain 0.082 –0.099 

SJ-BV Sweden 0.145 –0.065 

SNCB Belgium 0.106 –0.073 

SNCF France 0.070 –0.138 

VR Finland 0.118 –0.091 

Average 0.108 –0.085 

Note: All values are statistically significant at 5 percent. 

Source: Cantos (2001), Table 5.



parties. For instance, the asset may be a stretch of rail-
way track that is adapted for high speed trains, which
only one operator can run (other operators can run
normal trains which do not make full use of the valu-
able track).Then, as soon as the investment has been
irrevocably committed, the HST operator has an in-
centive to toughen its bargaining position, threaten-
ing not to make its own share of the relevant invest-
ment. The track operator would have, in effect, to
bribe it to invest by lowering the access price to the
track, and it might have to lower the price all the way
to the price it could charge other, non-HST opera-
tors. Naturally, the fear that this might be the out-
come would be a disincentive to investing in the track
in the first place.

Various possible solutions to the hold-up problem
have been proposed, including long-term contracts
(which in this example would set the access price at
an agreed level even before the track investment had
been committed). Long-term contracts can be diffi-
cult to write, however, especially when future cir-
cumstances may change in unforeseen ways. Instead,
vertical integration between track and service oper-
ators may resolve the problem by ensuring that nei-
ther has the incentive to bargain with the other after
the commitment of the investment. Integration does
not have to be complete; joint ventures on specific
projects by partners that otherwise remain separate
are an alternative that may work when the projects
are sufficiently distinct. Nevertheless, it is worth bear-
ing in mind that ill-considered vertical disintegration
by regulatory fiat may cause difficulties of investment
coordination that are not just “communication prob-
lems” but go to the heart of negotiation incentives.

To summarize, vertical integration has some disad-
vantages in a transport network, due to the poten-
tially greater opacity of costs and other operating in-
formation that makes effective regulation more dif-
ficult, and leads to a risk of anti-competitive discrim-
ination by the network operator against services sup-
plied by a downstream competitor. However, the list
of potential advantages of vertical integration is
long. It includes some aspects on which empirical ev-
idence is available (notably the extent of vertical eco-
nomies of scope), and others (notably transactions
costs and the risk of hold-up problems) on which evi-
dence is scarce but which may plausibly be extremely
important. The overall balance of advantages in ver-
tical network integration is therefore a subject on
which further information and research is very much
required.

Competition

Prices are but one of a wide array of business tools
that rail firms can use to compete for passengers. In
fact competitive strategies concern not just the terms
on which a given service is made available to cus-
tomers but also the choice of the kinds of service to
supply, a choice which has a large number of collat-
eral implications for investment, employment policy,
and policy towards acquisitions, outsourcing and
joint ventures.

Two features of rail travel make consideration of
price competition somewhat different from many
other industries. The first is that short-run cross-elas-
ticities between transport modes are rather low, sug-
gesting that for rail to compete purely on price
against cars or air travel is not likely to yield rapid
profits; at any rate, low price strategies would have to
be maintained, and seen to be maintained, over a sig-
nificant period of years before significant traffic
could be gained from other transport modes.

The second is that, because of economies of density,
price competition that significantly increases traffic
can be an extremely profitable strategy for the firm
that undertakes it: the true marginal cost of addi-
tional traffic lies some way below the average cost.
Thus where on-track competition is feasible, or
where the characteristics of a given route suggest in-
ter-modal competition may be unusually keen, the
incentives to cut prices can be very strong. This has
three important implications. First, stable on-track
competition may often not be viable: either it is in-
feasible, or it is feasible and the result is such fierce
price competition that unless the competitors have
precisely similar cost structures one of them may be
forced to withdraw. This may make it quite difficult
to support an industry structure with significant
amounts of on-track competition, a fact that should
be borne in mind in considering regulatory apprais-
als of the results of introducing competition.We con-
sider this again later.

Secondly, both entrants and incumbents seek for ways
to soften the impact of competition by differentiating
their products. For instance, non-interchangeability of
tickets, non-cooperation over scheduling connecting
services, different approaches towards discounting
and the targeting of different customer groups, may
be tempting strategies for all competitors even if their
effect on overall customer welfare is negative. Note
that this is quite different from similar strategies used
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with predatory intent, in order to drive competitors
out of the market. When there is (successful) preda-
tion, it is the exiting firm that suffers as well as con-
sumers; when the strategies aim merely at softening
competition, the firms benefit and consumers lose.

Thirdly, where inter-modal competition can work
(such as on inter-city routes between 200 and 400 km
for competition with road and 500 km to 1000 km for
competition with air travel) its effect on prices may
be important, and may make price regulation unnec-
essary in circumstances where it might otherwise
have been desirable (Antes et al. (2004) and Ivaldi
and Vibes (2005)).

For this to be possible, of course, it is necessary that
rail services develop characteristics that make inter-
modal competition realistic. High-speed trains have
done this with some success (though at high cost) in
recent years, and it remains to be considered wheth-
er and to what extent other kinds of rail service can
provide a significant challenge to other modes, no-
tably the car.

Finally, it is worth noting that developments in com-
munications and information technology, notably of
course the spread of the internet, are making an im-
portant difference to the sophistication of the pricing
strategies that firms can adopt. This is particularly
true in the realm of price discrimination. Economists
distinguish three types of price discrimination.

Both second- and third-degree price discrimination
have long featured in rail pricing, notably through
season tickets and discounts for the young and the
elderly. However, the internet, and information tech-
nology more generally, are making sophisticated sec-
ond-degree price discrimination easier, notably be-
cause customers can be shown, quickly and intuitive-
ly, the effect of different pricing packages in a way
that allows for an informed choice between them.
The effect on third-degree price discrimination is
more ambiguous. In some respects such discrimina-
tion is becoming harder, because customers can shop
around, and it is no longer possible to discriminate
between customers according to where they are
physically located when they make the transaction.
However, this is substantially offset by two other
considerations. The first, which is particularly rele-
vant to transport, is that when the product is a ser-
vice that must be consumed at a certain place and/or
time, it remains possible to discriminate between
customers according to location or time of consump-

tion rather than location of transaction. Airlines
have discovered this in a big way through their com-
puter reservation systems, which can charge very dif-
ferent prices for flights of the same length according
to the origin or destination, as well as according to
the time of travel.6 The second reason is that firms
can now use sophisticated databases of consumer
travel behaviour to target special offers to the indi-
vidual’s presumed preferences.

Overall the increased sophistication of price discrim-
ination is likely to make price competition a more
tempting prospect, but also to allow competing firms
to segment markets in terms of customer types more
effectively than has been possible to date.

Then what is the likely outcome of on-track compe-
tition? What can be expected to happen to market
shares under on-track competition, assuming equal
access to any infrastructural facilities that have nat-
ural monopoly characteristics? In particular, does
equal access imply that there are likely to be reason-
ably equal outcomes as measured by market share?
And conversely, if outcomes are not equal will this
imply a failure of equal access? The answer to these
questions requires us to look at both the demand
and the supply side of the industry.

The reaction of demand depends on the degree of
differentiation between the services proposed by the
incumbent and the entrants, and on any switching
costs that may be incurred when moving from one
provider to another. For occasional travelers, there is
unlikely to be any switching cost, and competition
with newcomers will be tough. For frequent travel-
ers, switching costs may be high and the incumbent
will probably keep a large market share indepen-
dently of cost considerations. An additional argu-
ment that implies increased switching costs comes
from the network characteristics of passenger rail.
Only few people would be able to travel point-to-
point with a competitor. The majority of customers
would have to change trains, partly using local trans-
port as feed, partly using the incumbent.

Let ui denote the utility of a passenger when travel-
ling in a train operated by the incumbent and let pi

denote the fare. Absent any competitor, the incum-
bent can charge a price such that ui – pi � u

_
where u

_

is the net utility from alternative nodes. When there

6 In actuality, time of transaction (unlike location of transaction) re-
mains a very effective tool of discrimination, because individuals
cannot travel freely in time. Tickets booked at the last minute may
be very different in price from those booked long in advance.



is an entry, to keep its clients the incumbent has to fix
a price such that ui – pi � ue – pe where ue and pe are
respectively the utility and the price of the service
provided by the entrants (and assuming that entry is
feasible, which means ue – pe � u

_
). The difference 

ui – ue is the value of the incumbent’s advantages: the
higher the switching costs, the larger this utility dif-
ferential. For occasional travelers, ui – ue so that 
pi � pe is necessary to keep these clients, which is fea-
sible only if the incumbent has a cost advantage, that
is when ci � ce. For frequent travelers, a tariff such
that pi � ui – ue + ce  prevents any entry. Even if ci > ce,
the switching cost ui – ue, which is positive, allows the
incumbent to cut the entrant’s price.

Switching costs (natural or strategic) are a strong li-
mitation to competition, as has been well document-
ed in banking, telecommunications, electricity distri-
bution, air transport and pharmaceuticals. As a con-
sequence, incumbent firms will probably keep domi-
nant market shares in subsets of weakly flexible de-
mand, and will lose shares in relatively contestable
sub-markets (this may also be a consequence of nat-
ural utility advantages of remaining with incumbent
suppliers).

The nature of competition is also determined by the
nature of the costs faced by the entrant and the in-
cumbent. This affects how low a price each can afford
to set in order to attract customers. Other things equal,
the lower is the entrant’s cost of operations relative to
that of the incumbent, the more intense will be the na-
ture of price competition and therefore the higher the
likely market share that the entrant can attract.

However, when the incumbent operates a network
and the entrant competes only on point-to-point
routes, there is an important source of asymmetry in-
duced by network effects. For the entrant, the margin-
al cost of an additional train full of passengers is the
cost of running the train (including administrative
costs), plus the access charge for the service. For the
incumbent, the true marginal cost consists of the same
elements as for the entrant,7 plus an additional ele-
ment, i.e., the opportunity cost, which is any addition-
al net cost incurred on those connecting routes to
which some of the passengers may subsequently trans-
fer.8 When transferring passengers in fact yield a prof-
it on the connecting routes, this opportunity cost is
negative, and an incumbent’s true cost lies below a

conventionally-measured accounting measure of its
costs of providing the service. Three consequences
follow from this:

– First, in networks where connecting traffic is a
comparatively large fraction of overall traffic
(like Germany but unlike France, say), there are
fewer cherries for entrants to pick, i.e., there are
relatively few connections with a high point-to-
point demand.

– Secondly, even when entrants appear to enjoy a
cost advantage as normally measured, the oppor-
tunity-cost element will mean that the incumbent
is a tougher competitor than this advantage would
indicate (because it has an incentive to protect its
connecting traffic). Where entrants do compete
head-to head with incumbents, their likely market
share is usually lower than conventional cost
comparisons would lead us to predict.

– Thirdly, it is likely that the Mohring effect (see
Small 1992) means that the opportunity cost ele-
ment becomes more important as the entrant’s
market share increases, since the reduction in the
value of frequency of service to passengers be-
comes progressively more important as the fre-
quency itself declines.9 The cancellation of half
the services is more costly to passengers if ser-
vices previously ran every two hours than if they
ran every fifteen minutes. This implies that not
only will the incumbent’s true cost lie below its
accounting cost, but it will be significantly more
steeply sloped (Figure 2). Therefore even an en-
trant with a significant initial cost advantage finds
that as it eats into the incumbent’s market share
its cost advantage is progressively eroded. To put
it another way, the eventual market share of the
entrant is likely to be less sensitive to its initial
cost advantage than if opportunity cost consider-
ations did not play a role (in the figure equilibri-
um market shares are drawn where marginal costs
of incumbent and entrant are equal). Without op-
portunity cost considerations, an entrant with an
initial cost advantage could easily reach a large
market share, but when opportunity costs matter
its market share will be unlikely to become very
large. This argument assumes that an entrant’s
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8 This is similar in spirit to the opportunity cost calculation that un-
derlies the Efficient Component Pricing Rule for access price reg-
ulation (sometimes called the Baumol-Willig rule). The difference
here is that we are considering a complementarity between two ser-
vices on both of which there is competition, rather than a comple-
mentarity between shared infrastructure with mandated access and
a competitive downstream service.
9 The Mohring effect is an external effect stemming from the in-
crease of traffic in public transport.This effect lead to a positive ex-
ternality: When traffic increases, the operator is led to increase the
frequency of the services, thus by reducing the waiting time it re-
duces the total travel time of the users.

7 These same elements may of course have higher values for the in-
cumbent, for instance if the incumbent faces diseconomies of com-
plexity from running the network.
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services are not perceived by the passenger as
contributing to the overall frequency of the ser-
vice, perhaps because of non-transferability of
tickets.

The overall conclusions to be drawn from this line of
reasoning are twofold. First, given the unavoidable
asymmetry between a network operator and an en-
trant on point-to-point routes, it may be unlikely that
effective competition leads to large market shares
for the entrant. This is not, however, to say that we
can predict exactly how large such market shares are,
since circumstances vary significantly from route to
route. Secondly, the share of the incumbent is larger
the more polycentric the network and resulting ef-
fects are. Thirdly, this asymmetry is not a sign of a
market regime failure. Fourthly, the opportunity costs
of network traffic are genuine social costs, so that con-
sidering the “success” of competition purely in terms
of the market shares gained by entrants on point-to-
point routes would be seriously short-sighted. If these
market shares come at the expense of disruptions in
network connections, they may well be symptoms of
the failure of competition rather than its success.

Finally, an important point to note is that if the en-
trant has a significant cost advantage over the in-
cumbent in providing the service, then the incum-
bent may have an interest in arranging interconnec-
tions so as to capture as much of the network traffic
as it can. When the costs of interconnection can be
avoided, so that passengers can easily switch opera-
tors to make through journeys, then the incumbent’s
connecting services become complementary to the
point-to-point services of the entrant. In these cir-
cumstances the incumbent may not only not be dam-
aged but may positively benefit from the cheap fares

provided by the entrant, since these
will increase demand for the through
journey. This leads naturally to the
question how to judge the value of
interconnections, which goes beyond
the scope of this article.

Concluding remark

In this article, many questions have
not been discussed such as competi-
tion for track, the role of regulation,
the choice of investments and the
structure of the industry that pro-
duces equipment for railways. The

economics of railways is a fruitful domain for re-
search in industrial organization.
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